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INTRODUCTION

If Berkeley were to experience an earthquake with a magnitude of 7 or larger on the Richter

scale, the city would be heavily affected in terms of death and injury, by fire and structural

damage to buildings and utilities. Looking at the past earthquake experiences of San Francisco,

Alaska, and San Fernando, one can visualize how important Emergency Response can be in the

preservation of life and property. There is a definite need for planning an organized disaster

response program. Designation of such a plan can minimize the chaos, post earthquake destruction,

and casualties.

In this report, we have considered the potential damage and injury that such an earthquake

could produce in Berkeley, and have researched the various response units. Our report covers

response to the immediate emergency, and the time period until all situations that threaten life

and property are under control after the earthquake. The specific areas to which we are concerned

are fire, law enforcement, rescue, medical, and food and shelter.
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The purpose of this report is to investigate the emergency medical response to a seismic

disaster. Emergency medical response is important for the preservation of life in any natural

disaster such as an earthquake. The San Francisco Bay Area, as well as all of California, is

very prone to earthquakes, therefore increasing the potential for a disaster situation. Berkeley's

emergency medical response unit will be the subject for this report, and hopefully it will typify

how well Bay Area communities are prepared to react and respond to a seismic emergency.

We can learn much from past earthquake disasters about the emergency medical conditions

that may occur. On Friday, March 27, 1964 at 5:37 p.m., an earthquake of 8.3 Richter magnitude

struck in Alaska. One hundred and fifteen deaths in Alaska, four in Oregon, and eleven in

California were attributed to the earthquake. There were many minor injuries, but no more than

50 patients were hospitalized for severe injuries. Fifty-one thousand people were immunized for

21typhoid, and the extent of mental health damage was not recorded. Though there were limited

numbers of severe injuries, the emergency medical response during this disaster was very
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